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I
n the mid-1970s, Sheikh Zayed, the 

founder of the United Arab Emirates 

(UAE), was preoccupied with such 

earthly matters as building his young na-

tion when a series of meetings at his pal-

ace with several Apollo astronauts turned 

his gaze to the heavens. “From that time, His 

Highness became interested in space,” says 

Mohammed Al Ahbabi, director general of 

the UAE Space Agency in Abu Dhabi. Zayed’s 

fascination stirred him to establish programs 

that have dispatched numerous Emirati stu-

dents abroad for training and stints at NASA 

and other U.S. facilities.

Zayed died in 2004, but the seed he planted 

4 decades ago is about to blossom into a startl-

ingly ambitious project: a science mission to 

Mars. In July 2020, the oil-rich nation aims to 

launch a spacecraft called Hope that will or-

bit the Red Planet and probe its atmosphere 

from top to bottom, beaming back “the first 

holistic view of the entire dynamics of the 

lower atmosphere of Mars,” says Sarah Amiri, 

Hope’s science lead. The mission team, some 

120 young Emirati scientists, is now gearing 

up for a critical design review. (The space 

agency has not released the mission’s bud-

get, though it notes that the UAE has spent 

$5.4 billion so far on its space program.) 

Bethany Ehlmann, a planetary geologist 

at NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory and the 

California Institute of Technology in Pasa-

dena who isn’t involved in the mission, says 

it promises “data we’ve not had for Mars be-

fore.” She hopes the UAE Mars probe will in-

spire others to undertake more such “smaller, 

nimbler missions that complement the big 

ones and really help us build up a picture of 

our neighboring planet.”

To be launched on a Japanese rocket, Hope 

derives its novelty largely from an unusual 

orbit that will enable it to cover the entire 

planet. Five of the six spacecraft now recon-

noitering Mars loop around the planet in a 

polar or near-polar orbit, which limits them 

to viewing any point on Mars just twice each 

martian day. Hope will follow a lower incli-

nation orbit that will allow the spacecraft to 

monitor the atmosphere at various latitudes 

throughout the day and across seasons, thus 

offering researchers a global view of how the 

atmosphere evolves, says Amiri, who trained 

as a computer scientist before rising through 

the ranks of the Mohammed Bin Rashid 

Space Centre (MBRSC) in Dubai, UAE, which 

is running the mission.

Hope’s second goal is to probe how the 

martian atmosphere bleeds off into space, a 

phenomenon that, over billions of years, has 

left the planet bone dry and inhospitable. In 

2015, NASA’s MAVEN mission showed that 

the solar wind helps erode the martian atmo-

sphere. Hope will probe the link between 

processes in the lower atmosphere, which 

contains most of the martian atmosphere’s 

water vapor, and the escape of hydrogen and 

oxygen from the upper atmosphere. “When 

something wiggles at the bottom of the atmo-

sphere, how does that make other things, dif-

ferent things, wiggle at the top of the atmo-

sphere? No previous mission has been able 

to tackle that question,” says David Brain, an 

atmospheric physicist at the University of 

Colorado in Boulder who is helping design 

Hope’s instruments, a high-resolution camera 

and infrared and ultraviolet spectrometers. 

If all goes as planned, Hope will spend 

7 months en route to Mars and send back data 

for analysis in time for the UAE’s 50th anni-

versary on 2 December 2021. But planners 

acknowledge that the mission is something 

of a gamble considering the UAE’s limited 

experience in space. MBRSC operates two 

DubaiSat Earth-imaging satellites, built with 

South Korea; an MBRSC team is going solo 

on a third imaging satellite called Khalifa-

Sat, which is slated for a late 2017 launch 

from Japan aboard a Mitsubishi rocket. 

Already, though, one payoff is clear: The 

mission is nurturing a new generation of 

Emirati planetary scientists preparing to 

work on Mars data, says Hope mission head 

Omran Sharaf, an electrical engineer who 

previously worked on the DubaiSat satel-

lites. More broadly, Sharaf and others hope 

that Hope will entice the Gulf’s next genera-

tion to embrace science as countries in the 

region begin contemplating postpetroleum 

economies. “This mission should serve as a 

catalyst for change,” he says. “A first step.” j

Sedeer El-Showk is a science journalist 

based in Morocco and Finland.

By Sedeer El-Showk

PLANETARY SCIENCE

Small Gulf nation aims for big splash on Mars
UAE mission to Red Planet in 2020 would probe mysteries of martian atmosphere
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Emirati engineers prepare 

KhalifaSat, an Earth 

imager, for a 2017 launch. 
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As the world searches for viable energy 
sources as alternatives to fossil fuels, 
Saudi Arabia is striving to diver-

sify in order to secure its future prosperity 
and reduce its economic reliance on oil. In 
2002, the Saudi government established the 
National Science, Technology and Innova-
tion Policy (NSTIP), an ambitious long-term 
strategic framework to manage the nation’s 
scientific development and transition to 
a knowledge-based economy. More than  
US$6 billion was allocated to the first phase 
of the NSTIP, which ran from 2008 to 2014.

The Kingdom’s effort to become a  
knowledge-based economy is spearheaded 
by its national science agency, the King 
Abdulaziz City for Science and Technology 
(KACST), which is responsible for imple-
menting the NSTIP. Ambitious initiatives 
launched by KACST, such as the Saudi Human 
Genome Project, have expanded the country’s 
scientific reach. 

Saudi Arabia’s research landscape has 
also been transformed by the growth of the 
King Abdullah University of Science and  
Technology (KAUST), a graduate-level 
research university founded on the shores of 
the Red Sea in 2009, modelled on the struc-
ture of Western universities such as Caltech. 
Mohamed Eddaoudi, chair of KAUST’s chem-
ical science programme and associate director 
of its Advanced Membranes and Porous Mate-
rials Research Center, believes the university 

provides an example 
for other countries in 
the region, a demon-
stration that “excel-
lent research can be 
performed effectively 
and efficiently any-
where in the world 
if bright minds are 
given the world-class 
tools necessary to be 
competitive”.

The Nature Index 

reflects the fruits of these developments. 
Over the last four years, Saudi Arabia 
has seen its presence in the index expand  
rapidly. Its weighted fractional count (WFC), 
which measures the contribution of authors 
to scientific papers tracked by the index, has 
more than doubled, making the Kingdom the 
eighth largest riser in WFC globally. In 2015, 
21 Saudi Arabian institutions were affiliated 
with authors publishing their research in the 
Nature Index journals.

NEW FIELDS OF DISCOVERY
Being the world’s largest oil exporter, it comes 
as no surprise that petroleum industries 
dominate the Saudi Arabian economy, with 
the oil sector accounting for around half of 
the country’s US$750 billion GDP and the vast 
majority of its exports. This focus inevitably 
instructs the country’s research priorities. The 
bulk of Saudi Arabia’s WFC has come from 
the chemical and physical sciences, which 
together constitute almost 90% of the coun-
try’s output in the Nature Index in 2015. In 

A 21ST CENTURY TRANSFORMATION
Saudi Arabia has a bold  plan to diversify from its oil industry to create a knowledge economy.

A view from the Kingdom Tower in Riyadh, the Saudi Arabian capital and a main centre for the country’s renewed commitment to science.

“What the 
Kingdom of 
Saudi Arabia 
accomplished 
in the past few 
years went 
beyond our 
expectations. 
The challenge 
now is to meet 
the new goals.”
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particular chemistry has seen a rapid rise over 
the years, overtaking the physical sciences as 
the top subject area in 2014 and continuing to 
expand in 2015.  The effort to shift the country 
towards a knowledge-based economy has cap-
italized on these strengths, bringing rewards 
from research projects in advanced material 
sciences, nanotechnology and photonics. 

Despite the country’s overt focus on chem-
istry, it has also been increasing its output 
in the life sciences as well as in Earth and 
environmental sciences. Since 2012, contri-
bution to life science papers in the index has 
doubled, with much of this increase being 
driven by research at KAUST and the King 
Faisal Specialist Hospital and Research Cen-
tre (KFSH&RC).

KFSH&RC, which focuses almost exclu-
sively on life science research, has been 
increasing both the number of papers with 
a KFSH&RC affiliated author as well as the 
contribution they make.  In 2012, its research-
ers contributed to only four papers that count 
within Saudi Arabia’s article count (AC). This 

jumped up to 15 papers in 2015. Its overall 
contribution, as measured by WFC, has also 
seen an increase over the years, particularly 
marked from 2012 to 2013. 

“This is due to a strong research platform 
built of talented researchers, excellent techni-
cal capabilities and proper oversight to ensure 
that our work is done at the highest standards,” 
explains Sultan Al-Sedairy, executive director 
of KFSH&RC. “The primary propeller was 
the availability of funding through the NSTIP 
from KACST.” Al-Sedairy also directs the Saudi 
Human Genome Project, which has driven 
domestic collaborations and enabled local 
researchers to publish higher impact papers.

Geneticist Fowzan Alkuraya, a specialist in 
disease gene discovery, joined KFSH&RC in 
2007 after training in the United States. Since 
then, he has built an extensive network of col-
laborators throughout the Middle East who 
connect him with significant patients. “We 
got access to whole-exome sequencing in 
2011, and that’s when my lab’s gene-discovery 
pipeline really took off. Instead of discovering 

a couple of genes per year, we now discover 
at least one or two genes per week,” he says. 
Through the Saudi Human Genome Project, 
his team has free and mostly unlimited access 
to next-generation sequencing.

KAUST has also seen dramatic growth in its 
life sciences output, with a more than three-
fold increase in its WFC from 2012 to 2015. 
“It’s the nature of the research. Getting results 
in biology takes several years, and KAUST was 
only established in 2009, so this is about the 
earliest you’d expect to start seeing a signifi-
cant number of publications in high-profile 
journals,” says Pierre Magistretti, dean of 
KAUST’s Division of Biological and Environ-
mental Sciences and Engineering. 

Magistretti explains that his division 
is focusing on a few key areas in order to 
maximize the impact of its research. While 
researchers in KAUST’s academic divisions 
are free to pursue basic research, the univer-
sity also has 11 research centres that focus on 
applied research in areas of national impor-
tance, such as water desalination, desert 

TOP 10 GLOBAL RISERS
This map shows the top 10 
countries that have 
experienced the largest 
increase of their WFC from 
2012 to 2015 worldwide. 
The circle sizes are  relative 
to this increase. China leads 
the way having jumped from 
a WFC of 4,523 in 2012 to a 
WFC of almost 6,481, an 
increase of 1,958. 

SAUDI ARABIA'S 
RESEARCH STRENGTHS
Saudi Arabia's overall 
research output (WFC) in 
the Nature Index has 
grown, but di�erent subject 
areas have experienced 
varying patterns of growth. 

SPOTLIGHT ON 
LIFE SCIENCES
Often overshadowed 
by Saudi Arabia's 
achievements in 
chemistry and physical 
sciences, life science 
research in the Kingdom 
is beginning to come into 
its own, with the help of 
these institutions 
contributing to its life 
sciences output in 2015.
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Chemistry
Chemistry is the star 
player supporting 
Saudi Arabia's rise in 
the Nature Index.

India 164.9
India is the world's 
second largest 
riser. By 2015, it 
had increased its 
WFC by 23% 
compared to 2012.

Saudi Arabia 45.8
Saudi Arabia has 
steadily improved its 
WFC output over the 
years, earning a place 
in the top-10 risers 
worldwide.

Brazil 37.7
In tenth place, 
Brazil is the 
hotspot to 
watch in South 
America.

United Kingdom 114.4
With an increase of 114.4 in WFC in 
2015 compared to 2012, the United 
Kingdom is the front-runner in Europe. 
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agriculture, and solar energy.
In addition to cultivating local talent, 

KAUST encourages productive collaborations. 
“It’s important that the principal investigators 
are active and fully based here, but they can 
enhance their potential with collaborators 
from outside,” says Magistretti. Principal 
investigators awarded grants through the uni-
versity’s Competitive Research Grants pro-
gramme can share a percentage of the funds 
with collaborators if they participate in the 
grant application, offering an incentive to build 
international networks.

NURTURING LOCAL TALENT
KAUST’s research output in the Kingdom 
is rivalled only by King Abdulaziz Univer-
sity (KAU), but the two show vastly different 
patterns of collaboration. Since 2013, KAU-
affiliated authors have produced increasingly 
more articles than KAUST, but its contribution 
to these papers has  remained relatively low by 
comparison. This may indicate that many of 
its publications resulted from collaborations 
in which it played only a small part. KAUST 
may have contributed to fewer articles, but its 
overall WFC of 72 in 2015 eclipses KAU’s 14. It 
accounts for 73% of Saudi Arabia’s institutional 
WFC. By pulling their weight in collaborations, 

institutes such as KAUST and KFSH&RC not 
only enhance Saudi Arabia’s scientific reputa-
tion, they also help build the local talent and 
capability that is crucial to the Kingdom’s goal 
of a knowledge-based economy. 
     “It was just a matter of time before we saw 
local students as lead authors in top-tier jour-
nals,” says Eddaoudi. “A female Saudi student 
was the lead author on a high-profile paper my 

group recently pub-
lished where 95% of 
the work was done 
at KAUST, and the 
only outside activ-
ity was the use of a 
synchrotron facil-
ity in Europe.” The 
paper, published in 
the Journal of the 

American Chemical Society in 2015, describes 
a metal–organic framework which can be used 
to store methane at room temperature and low 
pressures, an important step towards the effi-
cient use of the gas as a clean, alternative fuel. 

The knowledge and skills that come from sci-
entific training may be particularly beneficial 
to Saudi Arabian women, who are the subject 
of heavy cultural restrictions in the King-
dom. “More than 60% of the biology students 

at KAUST are female, and many of them are 
Saudi,” says Magistretti. “I think this is some-
thing very positive.”

The total number of Saudi students studying 
abroad increased to 200,000 in 2013, says Man-
sour Alghamdi, director of scientific awareness 
and publishing at KACST.  The Kingdom also 
benefits from a significant knowledge trans-
fer by students returning home. Alghamdi 
explains that many return to Saudi Arabia as 
researchers who continue to publish with their 
former supervisors, while improving experi-
ence levels domestically.

A CHALLENGING TRANSITION
Despite these accomplishments, the transition 
to a knowledge-based economy has a long way 
to go, with oil and petroleum-related industries 
continuing to play the central role in Saudi Ara-
bia. The prioritization of scientific research 
has yet to be reflected in the country’s R&D 
budget, which was equivalent to only 0.3% of 
the GDP in 2015 according to a report by Bat-
telle, though the NSTIP calls for an increase to 
1.6% of GDP by 2020. 
       In addition, R&D spending by private firms, 
though not monitored, is estimated to be very 
low by international standards, according to 
Mohammad Khorsheed, the secretary general 

“More than 60% 
of the biology 
students at 
KAUST are 
female. And 
many of them 
are Saudi.”

Researchers at KAUST’S Advanced Membranes and Porous Materials Research Center, whose work aims for efficient desalination of seawater and 
wastewater treatment.
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of the steering committee for the Saudi Inno-
vation Ecosystem. Khorsheed also highlights 
social resources as a challenge facing the King-
dom. A knowledge-based economy thrives in 
a knowledge-based society, yet Khorsheed cites 
public apathy about science and a lack of inter-
est in education. Only 23 people out of 100,000 
work in research and development, and only 
one in 1,000 people aged 20 to 34 are science 
and engineering graduates, less than a tenth of 
the proportion of such graduates in an aver-
age population of an EU country. Brain drain, 
which sees the brightest people of a population  
leave, also poses a problem, with 25% of sci-
ence, technology, engineering and mathematics 
(STEM) graduates emigrating annually. 

But, officials remain optimistic. Alghamdi 
does not think a lack of human resources will 
be a significant issue due to Saudi Arabia’s 
“unprecedented expansion in higher education 
in the last few years,” going on to cite OECD 
predictions that the Kingdom will see a six-fold 
increase in tertiary degrees by 2030. 

KAUST’s gifted student programme iden-
tifies promising students in the penultimate 
year of high school to spend a summer at 
KAUST and then travel to the United States 
on a KAUST fellowship after they graduate. 
The students spend a foundation year learning 

about the American system before applying 
to top universities, and after completing their 
undergraduate studies return to KAUST for 
graduate studies. “It’s a valuable programme 
and could produce remarkably qualified stu-
dents,” says Magistretti.

TOWARDS A KNOWLEDGE-BASED ECONOMY
With strong financial support and young sci-
entists like Alkuraya returning from abroad, 
there’s little doubt that Saudi universities will 
continue to improve their research output as 
labs mature.

The first phase of the NSTIP saw Saudi 
researchers establish local infrastructure while 
engaging in collaborations worldwide. “Some 
of the collaborations were not very success-
ful, but there are lessons to be learned from 
them. Besides transferring technology to the 

Kingdom, there are 
also serious efforts 
to transfer technolo-
gies from academia 
to the industrial 
sector, though it’s a 
big challenge,” says 
Khorsheed.

K h o r s h e e d  i s 
helping address that 

challenge by building a framework to sup-
port innovation in Saudi Arabia. He notes that 
despite their abundant liquidity, Saudi investors 
tend to be risk-averse and reluctant to put funds 
into young, technology-driven companies. 

In an effort to overcome this, KACST has 
established the BADIR Program for Technol-
ogy Incubators, which aims to encourage inno-
vative startups. Several companies have already 
graduated from the incubator programme, 
including a company which developed a sur-
gical dressing for diabetic foot ulcers out of an 
industrial waste product from prawn shells.

The second phase of the NSTIP, which 
began in 2015 and runs until 2019, calls for 
Saudi Arabia to build on the developments in 
its national infrastructure and capabilities to 
make the country a regional leader in science, 
technology and innovation. This will require 
a continued focus on research and patent pro-
duction, coupled with a strong programme to 
transfer technology to the private sector and 
an intensive effort to develop the Kingdom’s 
human resources.

“What the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia accom-
plished in the past few years went beyond our 
expectations,” says Alghamdi. “The challenge 
now is to meet the new goals of the coming 
stages.”

“Some of the 
collaborations 
were not very 
successful, 
but there are 
lessons to be 
learned from 
them.” 

KAUST’S Center for Desert Agriculture (left) looks at such possibilities as drought resistant crops and one of the laboratories in KACST’s solar village, 
located 35-km north of Riyadh (right).
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COMING OF AGE 
The King Abdullah University of Science and 
Technology (KAUST) was established by the late 
King Abdullah in 2009 with an endowment of 
US$20 billion to provide a state-of-the-art insti-
tution for skilled, passionate scientists to carry 
out cutting-edge research. The university was 
envisioned as a modern-day House of Wisdom, 
the influential intellectual centre of the Islamic 
Golden Age (which ran from the ninth until the 
thirteenth century).

Located on the Red Sea coast, the campus 
includes extraordinary core facilities which pro-
vide the infrastructure necessary for world-class 
research. “Scientists here at KAUST are expected 
to do something that makes a difference,” 
explains Pierre Magistretti. Principal investiga-
tors are encouraged to secure grants, but are also 
offered generous baseline funding to give them 
the freedom to pursue original research that 
could result in breakthrough discoveries.

BUILDING BRIDGES 
King Abdulaziz University is one of 
the leading institutes in the Kingdom, 
with more than 80,000 students at its  
single-gender campuses. KAU nearly 
tripled its total output, as measured by 
WFC, in journals in the index between 
2012 and 2015, however, it still heavily 
depends on external collaborations 
which have continued strongly over 
the past few years.

“Our Distinguished Scientists 
programme has enabled hundreds 
of international collaborators to 
visit, research and lecture, increasing 
collaboration with universities 
worldwide,” explains Adel Alahmadi, 
KAU’s general supervisor for scientific 
affairs. In future the university wants 
to increase funding directed at local 
cooperation, while remaining focused 
on high-impact research. “Solving 
local problems will be given a higher 
priority, with research groups led by 
prominent local researchers getting 
stronger support.”

KAUST
2015 WFC:  72.06        2015 AC:  174 

2015 NATURE INDEX GLOBAL RANKING:  174

KAU
2015 WFC:  14.43        2015 AC:  216 

2015 NATURE INDEX GLOBAL RANKING:  601

STRENGTH:
CHEMISTRY

CHEMISTRY
2015 WFC: 10.6

PHYSICAL 
SCIENCES
2015 WFC: 3.8

LIFE 
SCIENCES
2015 WFC: 1.7
EARTH & 
ENVIRONMENTAL
2015 WFC: 0.2

•Subjects may overlap. The sum of subject area WFCs 
may therefore exceed the institution’s overall WFC.

STRENGTH:
CHEMISTRY

CHEMISTRY
2015 WFC: 51.4

PHYSICAL 
SCIENCES
2015 WFC: 24.6

LIFE 
SCIENCES
2015 WFC: 3.2

EARTH & 
ENVIRONMENTAL
2015 WFC: 5.2

•Subjects may overlap. The sum of subject area WFCs 
may therefore exceed the institution’s overall WFC.

KAUST’s core labs on its modern campus on the Red Sea, which acts as a natural lab for marine studies.

KAU campuses are single-gender.
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A GUIDING FORCE 
The King Abdulaziz City for Science 
and Technology (KACST) serves as the 
Kingdom’s national laboratories and its 
science agency. While its direct output 
accounts for only a small fraction of 
Saudi Arabia’s AC, it plays a central role 
in coordinating and facilitating research 
across the nation. KACST is responsible 
for managing the country’s science policy, 
funding research, and building and 

maintaining the infrastructure to support 
scientific research. 

“We identified what the most important 
areas of research for Saudi Arabia are, 
and plan how we need to address each of 
these to reach a knowledge economy,” says 
Abdulaziz Al-Swailem, vice-president for 
scientific research support at KACST.

It has established research centres 
focused on a wide range of topics, as 
well as major initiatives such as the 
Saudi Human Genome Project. It also 
promotes commercialization of research 
via projects such as the BADIR Program 
for Technology Incubators through its 
Technology Development Center.

GENES AND GENOMES 
Established in 1975, the King Faisal 
Specialist Hospital and Research Centre is 
one of Saudi Arabia’s leading medical and 
academic institutes. It serves as the national 
referral and research centre for oncology, 
organ transplants, cardiovascular 
conditions and genetic diseases.

KFSH&RC is also home to one of the 
Saudi Human Genome Project’s high-
throughput sequencing labs. More than 

half of marriages in Saudi Arabia are 
between relatives, which results in high 
rates of genetic disease in the Kingdom.  
This prevalence provides a backdrop of 
rich research opportunity to discover the 
genes behind these diseases. Researchers 
at KFSH&RC have created a ‘gene panel’ 
which tests 3,000 genes to identify genetic 
disorders in patients.

“There’s a very strong clinical and 
research interaction,” says Sultan 
Al-Sedairy. “As a result, we have an elite 
institution researching unique pathologies 
with the capability to provide samples 
that are clinically well-defined and then 
dissect them genotypically.” ■

A LOCAL LEADER 
Established in 1957, King Saud 
University was Saudi Arabia’s first 
university. It accounts for about a 
quarter of the country’s scientific 
output and, until 2014, produced 
more papers annually than any other 
institute in the Kingdom, when it 
was overtaken by King Abdulaziz 
University. Despite its leading role 
in the country, KSU ranks behind 

KAUST and KAU in the Nature 
Index because of the focus of its 
research strategy.

“In support of the NSTIP, KSU 
targets key research areas which 
involve use-inspired research, and 
these areas generally do not conform 
to the list of journals tracked by the 
Nature Index,” explains Rshood 
Khraif, KSU’s dean of scientific 
research. “In addition, much of 
our research output is produced 
as articles or books published in 
Arabic, which don’t get indexed by 
the Web of Science.”
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Agriculture in Ants and Humans

The attine ants are a group of ants which have evolved a mutualistic relationship with certain fungi
that can only be described as a form of agriculture. As I was composing an article about them, I
couldn't help but be aware of the anthropocentric bias in how we view the world, including the
common view that our agricultural accomplishments represent some kind of mastery over nature
rather than a mutualism between ourselves and a handful of plant species (primarily grasses). We
aren't the only creatures which are able to manipulate and manage ecosystems to our benefits.  Ants
have been doing it for millions of years, and leaf-cutters have even posed significant competition to
farmers in South America. In an attempt to counter this bias and look at things from a different
angle,  I  decided to accompany my post by imagining how an attine ant might describe human
agriculture. In the text below, the human perspective is given in italics while our imaginary author
writes in roman print.

Humans are one of a handful of other animals which have developed agriculture,
though they only started practising it relatively recently — roughly 15,000 years ago, no
more than a brief moment compared with the 50 million years during which we've been
cultivating  fungi.  In  general,  human  agriculture  is  relatively  primitive,  similar  to  the
techniques  used  by  some  of  our  less  advanced  cousins.  Only  recently  have  humans
discovered the techniques required for the large-scale cultivation of pure monocultures, an
advance which may be linked to the development of certain social structures in a handful
of human supercolonies. 

The attine ants are a group of more than 200 species that use several different agricultural
techniques  to  cultivate  mutualistic  fungi  which  they  raise  in  fungus  gardens.  The  more  basal
lineages raise their crop on organic detritus, while the more advanced leaf-cutting genera Atta and
Acromyrmex, which evolved only 8-12 million years ago, harvest vegetation and process it into
pulp to  feed to  the fungi  they raise  in monocultures.  Amazingly,  leaf-cutters  are  the  dominant
herbivores of the New World, harvesting 12-17 percent of the leaves produced in Neotropical forests.
The fungi serve as the ants' food source and are critical to their survival; queens of many species
will take a small pellet of fungus with them when founding a new colony.

The  symbiosis  between  humans  and  plants  appears  to  be  concentrated  in  a  few
speceis  of  the  Poaceae,  although  species  of  some  other  groups  are  also  cultivated.
Although humans have been observed to carry the seeds of their cultivars with them when
founding new colonies,  cultivar  transmission is  not  strictly  vertical;  horizontal  transfer
between colonies has also been observed, as well as the acquisition of new plant partners
better adapted to local conditions. The presence of horizontal transmission and the use of a
range of different species indicates that the mutualism is not highly specific; however, the
concentration of Poaceae suggests that factors such as nutritional value or environmental
constraints may be limiting the range of potential partners.

In some cases, the plant partner in the mutualism appears to have lost the ability to
propagate itself  without the help of humans. There is even evidence that humans may
select cultivars that perform best in their environment, although it's still unclear how they



might  accomplish  this  in  the  absence  of  true  communication.  While  some researchers
suggest that humans can communicate by modulatiing acoustic signals (imagine a more
refined version of our stridulations), it's hard to imagine how such a system could be used
for true communication or to co-ordinate behaviours on a large scale. How, for example,
are messages retained over a long time period or integrated between different individuals?

Unlike the fungi  cultivated by lower  attines,  those  grown by the  leaf-cutters have  lost  the
ability to grow freely and depend entirely on the ants for their propagation. These fungi also produce
nutritious swellings which the ants use as food, similar to the fruits and vegetables we cultivate. In
a word, they've been domesticated by the ants.

Relationships like mutualism and parasitism impact the evolution of the species involved. This
co-evolution can leave a signature in their evolutionary history, particularly if the relationship is
both obligatory and specific. Such a relationship can cause the evolutionary trees of the two groups
to line up when compared side-by-side, with similar patterns of speciation and divergence. Using
the sequence of certain genes, researchers have put together evolutionary trees for the mutualistic
ants and fungi. The fungi can be broadly divided into three groups, two of which align well with
groups of attine ants and show limited genetic diversity. One group is associated with the so-called
"higher" attines, including the leaf-cutters. The second group corresponds to fungi cultivated by a
particular genus, the Apterostigma, which have secondarily switched to using a different family of
fungi.  Based  on  these  results,  researchers  have  suggested  that  these  mutualisms  are  relatively
specific and the fungi are vertically transmitted — that is, they are passed down from one colony to
its daughters.

This is not the case with the third group, however, which is associated with the more primitive
attine ants and is more genetically diverse than the other two groups. Some of the fungi in this
group are more closely related to species from the first two groups or to free-living fungi than to the
other  fungi  in the  group.  This  may indicate  that  the  fungi  in the  third group are  horizontally
transferred between different colonies or might even be free-living fungi which have been newly
acquired by their ant hosts. For example, a recent study showed that the ant Mycocepurus smithii
often switches fungal  cultivars.  Unlike most ants,  M. smithii reproduces asexually;  the queens
never mate and produce daughters which are genetically identical to them. Their fungal partners
also reproduce asexually, creating the risk that deleterious mutations could accumulate in both the
ant and the fungus. They overcome this by generating new combinations via horizontal transfer
between colonies or by acquiring new partners. Furthermore, since the ants tend to disperse widely
while the fungi are usually adapted to local conditions, the ability to switch partners might enable
the ants to take advantage of locally adapted cultivars in a new location.

In  addition  to  the  difficulties  of  communication,  other  biological  limitations  of
humans may serve to explain some of the shortcomings of their agricultural practices. For
example,  while  we can provide important liquid supplements to our fungi,  individual
humans appear unable to directly produce the nutrients needed by their crops, which are
instead provided by the activity of specialized castes working in structures dedicated to
this task. Studies have demonstrated that the fragrant anal paste produce by humans is a
suitable substrate for plant growth; surprisingly, however, humans do not take advantage
of this resource. Some researchers have suggested that humans may be unable to properly



ensure  the hygiene  of  crops grown in  this  manner and would thus be  exposed to  an
unacceptable risk of parasitism, although others contend that the anal paste has in fact
been used by some colonies. Clearly, further research is needed to understand this aspect
of human agriculture. 

The fungus gardens cultivated by attine ants provide an attractive opportunity for parasites.
Another group of fungi, the genus Escovopsis, makes a living parasitising the gardens of the attine
ants. They live everywhere the ants do and have only ever been found in the nests of attines. An
analysis of their evolutionary history showed parallels with the evolution of attine ants and their
mutualistic fungi, suggesting that Ecovopsis has a close parasitic relationship with these groups.
Escovopsis kills the fungi cultivated by the ants and then feeds on its remains. To counter this
threat, attine ants have teamed up with bacteria that produce antibiotics to kill  Escovopsis. The
ants carry the bacteria on the surface of their body, often in special cavities; pore cells beneath the
bacteria provide them with nutrition from specific glands. When founding a new colony, queens
carry some of the bacteria along with pellets of fungus in order to establish new gardens. 

It seems evident that human agriculture as a whole remains in a relatively primitive
state and is subject to a variety of environmental constraints and potential catastrophes,
although a few supercolonies have recently shown a trend towards a more advanced form
of agriculture. Nevertheless, their remarkable ability to manipulate their environment is a
valuable reminder of the richness of the world around us, as well as the potential of even
limited forms of sociality. Although it would be unwise to draw direct comparisons given
the  vast  differences  in  our  biology,  understanding  the  ecology  and evolution  of  these
important interactions between humans and plants can give us valuable insights into our
own evolution, such as how the transition from primitive to advanced agriculture occured
in our own ancestors. 
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The	militarisation	of	healthcare	caused	many	to
suspect	the	neutrality	of	health	professionals
©	Stockbyte

NEWS

A	broken	healthcare	system:	the	legacy	of
Syria's	conflict

Published	online	24	November	2014

Syrians	and	their	neighbours	are	paying	a	hefty	price	for	the	collapse	of
Syria's	healthcare	system;	with	infectious	diseases	spreading	and
crossing	borders,	as	a	side	effect	to	conflict.	

Sedeer	El-Showk

As	Syria’s	three-year	conflict	continues,	the	country’s
healthcare	crisis	means	that	the	risk	of	infectious
diseases	becoming	an	epidemic	is	at	its	highest,
according	to	a	study	published	in	PLOS	Pathogens.	

The	study 	describes	the	crisis	as	“a	public	health
emergency	of	global	concern”	–	with	vaccine-
preventable	diseases	not	only	reappearing	in	Syria	but
being	spread	to	other	countries	with	the	outpouring	of
refugees.	

Polio	has	re-emerged	in	Syria	because	vaccination
rates	have	fallen	dramatically	due	to	the	ongoing
conflict.	In	neighbouring	Iraq,	also	wracked	by	war,	a
polio	case	was	confirmed	in	northern	Baghdad	this
March,	the	first	in	14	years.	In	response	to	these
outbreaks,	the	WHO,	UNICEF,	and	ministries	of	health
in	seven	countries	launched	the	largest	vaccination
campaign	in	the	region's	history,	aiming	to	reach	more
than	25	million	children.	Despite	the	campaign's
success,	hundreds	of	thousands	of	children	remain
unvaccinated,	and	the	spread	of	polio	throughout	the
region	and	beyond	is	still	a	realistic	possibility,	according	to	the	WHO.

In	Lebanon,	which	hosts	some	of	the	largest	refugee	camps	for	Syrians,	the	incidence	of	measles	has
surged	among	Lebanese	nationals	due	to	deficiencies	in	the	immunization	programme.	

Leishmaniasis,	which	has	been	endemic	in	regions	of	Syria	for	decades,	is	now	also	found	in	refugee
populations	in	Lebanon	and	Jordan.	According	to	the	PLOS	Pathogens	study,	its	sand	fly	vector	may	have
been	transported	into	Lebanon	along	with	the	refugees,	raising	concerns	that	the	disease	might	spread	to
the	general	population.	

Path	to	recovery

“Recovery	on	a	national	level	will	need	a	tremendous	international	and	political	push,	both	for	getting
funding	and	resources	and	for	allocating	them	intelligently,”	says	Souha	Kanj	of	the	American	University	of
Beirut,	one	of	the	authors	of	the	study.

In	the	long	term,	the	deterioration	of	the	healthcare	system	presents	a	daunting	prospect.	“The	longer	a	war
takes,	the	more	the	institutions	which	you	take	for	granted	are	destroyed	or	don't	function	properly
anymore,”	says	Egbert	Sondorp,	senior	lecturer	in	conflict	and	health	at	the	London	School	of	Hygiene	and
Tropical	Medicine.	

“Lack	of	trust	is	another	issue.	Winning	back	trust	is	very	hard.”	He	compares	it	to	the	Balkan	conflicts,
where	some	hospitals	favoured	one	ethnic	group	over	another,	leading	people	to	lose	faith	in	doctors	and
the	medical	system	as	a	whole.	
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According	to	a	study	in	The	Lancet	this	year,	many	hospitals	in	Syria	give	priority	to	treating	fighters,
reducing	access	to	healthcare	for	civilians.	The	military	and	anti-government	forces	have	also	threatened
and	targeted	doctors,	forcing	them	to	choose	between	helping	patients	or	saving	their	own	lives.
Healthcare	professionals	have	fled	Syria	and	Iraq,	leaving	a	vacuum	of	competent	personnel	in	both
countries.	

As	a	result	of	the	militarisation	of	healthcare,	many	citizens	have	lost	confidence	in	the	proficiency	and
neutrality	of	health	professionals.

“If	you	have	a	good	peace	agreement	and	there's	a	legitimate	government	and	some	external	resources
coming	in,	then	you	can	definitely	repair,	but	it	usually	takes	much	longer	than	people	think,”	says
Sondorp.	“Don't	expect	magic	solutions.	It	takes	time	to	restore	systems	and	to	restore	trust.	You	need	to
put	in	a	prolonged	effort	if	you	want	to	assist.”

doi:10.1038/nmiddleeast.2014.271

1.	 Sharara,	S.L.	&	Kanj,	S.S.	War	and	Infectious	Diseases:	Challenges	of	the	Syrian	Civil	War	PLOS
Pathogens	(2014)	doi:	http://dx.doi.org/10.1371/journal.ppat.1004438
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Sedeer El-Showk

What’s your favourite game? Pacman? Doom? World of 
Warcraft? Most of us have spent hours immersed in video 
games, many still do. Prof. Gordon Calleja studies 
why and how we get so involved in games. Science writer 
Sedeer El-Showk found out about Calleja’s latest book 
and game that are developing worldwide fame

Through the 
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Gordon Calleja has a 
dream job: he studies vid-
eo games. It may sound 
like frivolous fun, but his 
work is serious research. 

He examines how people perceive 
the world around them and interact 
with it. His research blends aspects of 
philosophy, neuropsychology, and lit-
erary theory with futuristic concepts 
like cybernetics and post-humanism; 
his papers are peppered with referenc-
es to Wittgenstein and Borges along-
side quotes from avid gamers. In his 
book In-Game: From Immersion to 
Incorporation, published last year by 
MIT Press, Professor Calleja tackles 
the question of how we experience 
games – how the barrier created by the 
screen and the controls dissolves into a 
sense of really being there. ‘Ultimate-
ly,’ he says, ‘studying presence in games 
is asking how we are conscious here in 
the physical world.’

A revolution in gaming

Professor Calleja didn’t start out in 
game studies — a field which didn’t 
even exist in his youth. As a student 
at the University of Malta (UoM), 
he studied literary theory and me-
dia communications before finding 
work as a teacher and auditor. Still, 
his involvement with games and 
game design dates back to his earliest 

years. ‘My dad used to set me up with 
hex paper, some dice, and a bunch of 
figurines,’ he recalls. ‘It was his idea of 
babysitting.’ The young Calleja grew 
up playing and designing games, and 
even won the New Zealand Blood 
Bowl (tabletop game) championship 
as a teenager. Despite this strong start, 
games became a smaller part of his life 
as an adult, giving way to work and 
other commitments.

Video games underwent a ma-
jor transformation during Professor 
Calleja’s hiatus. The proliferation of 
broadband led to the development and 
growth of Massively Multiplayer On-
line Games (MMOGs) like World of 
Warcraft and Second Life, persistent 
online virtual worlds populated by 
people from across the globe. Through 
their avatar, players of MMOGs in-
teract with one another and with the 
virtual world, exploring, completing 
quests, and even getting married. ‘I  
got a bit glassy-eyed with amazement 
at the realisation that there were oth-
er people actually connected to the 
same world,’ said Professor Calleja, 
describing his first experience in an 

MMOG. He became fascinated with 
understanding how players relate 
to these game worlds. As he learned 
more about the subject, he realised 
that there were significant gaps in our 
understanding which he could ad-
dress thanks to his background. He 
switched his Ph.D. to game studies, 
launching a research career that has 
led to him heading ITU Copenhagen’s 
Center for Computer Game Research 
at the age of 31.  Five years later, he be-
came director of the Institute of Digi-
tal Games at the UoM.

Bringing in a new perspective

One of the problems Calleja faced 
was the description of how players 
become involved in a game’s virtual 
world. Despite the question’s impor-
tance, researchers had been using 
terms like ‘presence’ and ‘immersion’ 
without a precise definition, leading 
to confusion. Calleja described how 
the same terms were being used for 
two different experiences: a sense of 
absorption and of being present in an-
other place. Language from older me-

“When intention and action flow seamlessly 
from each other in a rich virtual environment, the 
line between player and avatar fades away and 
the world of the game becomes real”
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dia was being used to describe games, 
a new kind of medium. Unlike films 
or books, games offer a sense of agen-
cy by acknowledging the existence 
of the player in the virtual world and 
responding to their actions. While 
it’s perfectly possible to be deeply 
absorbed by a book or film, only the 
agency and feedback loops afforded 
by games can deliver the sense of in-
habiting another world.

Professor Calleja took a new ap-
proach to the question. Rather than 
getting bogged down in vague termi-
nological issues of presence/immer-
sion, he stepped back to analyse the 
experience of playing a game, break-
ing it down into six different aspects 
of involvement. The player involve-
ment mode, which he developed in his 
doctoral thesis and wrote about in In-
Game, was received extremely well by 
the research community. It provides a 
general framework for understanding 

how games can make players feel as 
though they’ve been transported to a 
different world, offering a solid foun-
dation for future research in the field.

The model describes six aspects of 
involvement: mastery of the control 
system, an awareness of space, plan-
ning and achieving goals, following 
and creating a storyline, feeling emo-
tions in response to the story and our 
actions, and sharing an experience 
and space with others. Unlike oth-
er media, games bring these aspects 
together to give us the sensation of 
inhabiting a different world. Each as-
pect can engage us on the micro-scale 
of moment-to-moment involvement 
while playing a game or on the mac-
ro-scale of involvement between ses-
sions, when players might make plans, 
revise strategies, or reflect on their ex-
periences. Calleja also points out that 
the six aspects aren’t independent, but 
are experienced together and in rela-

tion to each other; he likens them to 
stacked transparencies.

According to Professor Calleja, 
when the different aspects of involve-
ment act in concert, our attention 
slips away from them and we stop be-
ing conscious of the game itself. When 
intention and action flow seamlessly 
from each other in a rich virtual envi-
ronment, the line between player and 
avatar fades away and the world of the 
game becomes real. Professor Calleja 
uses the word ‘incorporation’ as a met-
aphor for the twin dynamic at work: 
internalising the environment and 
controls of the game while becoming 
embodied (made corporal) within 
that environment.

The sense of embodiment and the 
reality of games is clear in the language 
players use to describe their experience. 
In his interviews Professor Calleja 
found that they consistently say ‘I’ in-
stead of ‘my character’ and recount » 
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events as though they were real. ‘I just 
stopped, and stared at it. I worked my 
way around it as much as I could to see 
if from all angles and ended up on a rise 
a little above it, just watching it. I don’t 
remember the time of day, but it might 
have been [around] sunset and I swore, 
I could practically feel the breeze on my 
face and hear the wildlife.’

In many ways, we experience virtual 
worlds the same way we interact with 
this one: through our senses. ‘How 
we’re aware of physical reality and vir-
tual worlds is not different at all,’ said 
Professor Calleja. ‘I don’t see any dif-
ference between the real and the virtual 
whatsoever aside from the physicality 
and haptic feedback of one. Whether 
you can give the right feedback to the 
brain is [just] a technological question.’

A different kind of game

Having designed games and game sys-
tems ever since his father used to en-
tertain him with dice and figurines, 
Professor Calleja finally decided to try 
his hand at making a video game. Un-
surprisingly, his goal was something 
that hadn’t been done before: making 
a game based on a song. Will Love Tear 
Us Apart is a free browser-based game 
(review pg. 57) based on Joy Division’s 
cult hit Love Will Tear Us Apart; the 
game consists of three stages, one for 
each verse of the song. It’s a unique game 
which takes advantage of our expecta-
tions in order to explore the challenges 
and emotions of a troubled relationship. 
I asked Professor Calleja about his goals 
in adapting the song. ‘I wanted to design 
a game that was true to the essence of the 
song,’ he said, ‘not just to the story or the 
atmosphere.’ 

Will Love Tear Us Apart focuses on 
emotional responses at the expense of 
other aspects of involvement; it lacks 
the spatial involvement and other as-
pects that create a strong sense of in-

corporation in games like World of 
Warcraft or Planetside. Calleja’s design 
breaks with one of the traditional goals 
of games; rather than trying to enter-
tain players, Will Love Tear Us Apart 
aims to provoke a response from them. 
The resulting experience feels different 
from traditional games — it’s more like 
an emotional journey than a game.  

‘I wanted to turn it around and look 
at how games control us,’ said Profes-
sor Calleja. Games are loaded with  
a range of implicit assumptions, from 
the effects of our actions to the idea 
of ‘winning’; Calleja skillfuly subverts 
these in order to create emotional  
impact. ‘It was very hard to get the 
difficulty just right; we had to tweak 
it a lot,’ he said. ‘You have to believe  
you could have succeeded in order to 
feel cheated. You have to feel like you 
had a chance. Hopefully the player will 
reflect about that experience afterwards.’

Can we expect to see more games 
from Professor Calleja? ‘Definitely,’ 
he replied instantly. Assuming there’s 
enough funding, he’d like to explore the 
range of possibilities for games inspired 
by songs or poems, as well as a follow up 

on a few other ideas. Given his record to 
date, it will be exciting to see what the 
future brings.

Understanding a changing 
world

For the moment, Professor Calleja is 
turning his attention to understanding 
how players construct and relate to the 
narratives of games. Traditional media 
convey a designed, structured narra-
tive to the reader or viewer, but games 
bring an additional layer to this as play-
ers create their own stories individually 
and together. ‘All of a sudden you have 
elements of the theatrical as our actions 
become part of the narrative,’ observed 
Calleja. Narrative theory, which has 
been based on an analysis of traditional 
media, will have to be updated to take 
these aspects into account.

Professor Calleja spoke eloquent-
ly about the importance of research-
ing games and virtual worlds. ‘Virtual 
worlds are here to stay,’ he said. ‘Hu-
mans have always been story-tellers and 
created worlds, but now we can inhabit 
each other’s imagined worlds and create 
things together. I think it’s important to 
critically examine this and understand 
how it happens, so we can better under-
stand ourselves and our experiences.’ As 
we march into a future where the virtual 
and physical overlap ever more heavily, 
the science of games may prove essential 
in understanding the world around us, 
a world we both inhabit and create. •

Sedeer El-Showk is a freelance writ-
er based in Finland who blogs at 
http://inspiringscience.wordpress.com 
and tweets as @inspiringsci

“‘Humans have 
always been story-
tellers and created 
worlds, but now we 
can inhabit each 
other’s imagined 
worlds and create 
things together”
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